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Abstract
Billed as a “Jazzy BlackPower BergWerk” at its 2012 premiere, Olga Neuwirth’s adaptation of Alban Berg’s opera 

Lulu combines jazz, soul, and sound clips of Martin Luther King, Jr.’s speeches in close relationship with the original 
score. The opera also includes digital projections of Lulu’s face and body, jerkily animated, violently mutilated, or in-
vaded by the singer as she walks through her own larger-than-life image. In the Berlin version, a body double dressed 
as a Las Vegas-style showgirl recycles these projections back into human form. American Lulu has been criticized for 
its sound-materials’ uneasy fit, without much comment on its visual aspects – a strange lacuna, considering Berg’s 
interpolation of silent film in his instructions for the opera, which itself has a mirror-like structure. Drawing on Artaud’s 
“theater of cruelty,” in tandem with Derrida’s idea of the “supplement” as both excess and remedy, this article argues 
that the opera’s sonic fault-lines open a space for a parallel, visual opera to emerge, with multiple Lulus engaging 
each other onstage and informing each subsequent production. This ongoing re-adaptation of Berg’s opera allows the 
original to be heard less as a canonical work than as an open process in which music is an entry, not an end in itself. By 
recycling the objectified female image to excess, this parallel, trans-production silent opera destabilizes its own fetish. 
Lulu begins to look like a subject facing down the viciously commodifying world to which she has adapted all too well. 
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My fragments I shore to reveal my ruin.

Lia Purpura

Introduction

All opera works as adaptation on at 
least one level, the musical recycling of 
literary texts or – in the case of contem-
porary works like John Adams’ Nixon 
in China or Osvaldo Golĳ ov’s Ainadamar 
– well-documented biographical and/or 
historical events. Olga Neuwirth’s 2012 
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American Lulu takes this process a step further, interpolating new music and charac-
ters into Alban Berg’s 1934-37 opera, itself based on two Frank Wedekind plays, and 
re-imagining Lulu as a matrix of gender and race confl icts during the American Civil 
Rights movement. A completely new third act, an English librett o by Richard Stokes 
and Catherine Kerkhoff -Saxon, “Wonder Morton Organ” jazz samples, a soul-sing-
er character named Eleanor (in place of the Countess Gerschwitz in Berg’s opera), 
sound clips from Martin Luther King, Jr.’s speeches and June Jordan’s poetry, and 
larger-than-life screen projections open up Berg’s score from the inside. On the sur-
face, this adaptation appears to take the opera much further from its sources than the 
Robert Wilson/Lou Reed Lulu, a musical update of Wedekind that has enjoyed much 
recent success at the Berliner Ensemble. Berg’s opera actually sets up a template for 
Neuwirth’s project, with a wind-and-saxophone jazz ensemble scored parallel to the 
traditional orchestral confi guration and a projected fi lm sequence intended to move 
the narrative forward at the opera’s mid-point.

Since its 2012 premiere at Berlin’s Komische Oper, American Lulu has been staged at 
the Bregenz Festival in Austria, the Edinburgh International Festival, and the Young 
Vic in London, all of these productions in collaboration with London-based Opera 
Group. Reviews have been mixed. An April 2012 article in the Frankfurter Allegemeine 
Zeitung describes the Komische Oper’s American Lulu as a bold, noisy collision of mu-
sical idioms; the reviewer, Berlin-based Christiane Tewinkel, shudders at the title char-
acter’s Barbie-like costuming, in which the soprano Marisol Montalvo seems “fabu-
lously” identifi ed with her role (Tewinkel, par. 5, translations mine unless otherwise 
noted). The Guardian’s string of negative reviews from 2012 into 2013 emphasize the 
“muddled” result of Neuwirth’s project (Clements, par. 4), its “unexciting vocal lines” 
(Maddocks, par. 4), and its “musically forced” adaptation of Berg (Molleson, par. 1). 
The number and tone of such reviews signals the magnetic force, however troubling, 
American Lulu seems to exert. A more complex response to the opera, from September 
2013 in Opera Today, notes that despite the “oddly uncritical” aspect of Eleanor’s music 
in particular, Neuwirth’s re-orchestration for a wind-dominant ensemble allows Berg’s 
opera to be heard “through Brecht-Weill,” a “reimagination of post-expressionist mu-
sic” that actually works (Berry, par. 2), though this review neglects to mention the ex-
isting jazz ensemble in Berg’s score. Several German reviews focus on the controver-
sy, shortly before the opera’s premiere, surrounding Neuwirth’s former collaborator, 
video artist Stan Douglas, and his later-dismissed legal claim that the Austrian com-
poser had lift ed and taken credit for his idea (Brug, pars. 2-4).

Few reviews consider the visual aspects of American Lulu’s stagings, except for this 
pejorative and even prudish comment in The Guardian: 

Images were projected on a sleazy, fringed, golden-rain curtain in front. harac-
ters came and went through the curtain, ever visible. You could see them wait, ar-
rive, exit. It was diffi  cult to fi nd a focus for the action (Maddocks, par. 5).
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None of these reviews notes Berg’s original intention for a silent film to appear at 
the opera’s midpoint, visually recounting Lulu’s arrest and release. The film, direct-
ed by Heinz Ruckert, only survives in fragments; most productions of Berg’s Lulu ei-
ther include still or moving images of the singers at hand, or dispense with the film 
sequence altogether. The foregrounding of projected images has been a crucial aspect 
of American Lulu productions so far, bringing Neuwirth’s project closer to its source 
than many critics may realize, and mediating between the opera’s stylistic collisions 
to reveal the project as an open process. Screen or curtain projections recycle the im-
age of Lulu’s larger-than-life body, which, in the Berlin production, also loops into the 
form of a live body-double and back onto the screen. The Bregenz Lulu walks back 
and forth through her own gigantic image, projected onto the fringed curtain over the 
stage. This cumulative visual excess, in Derrida’s sense of the “supplement,” is not 
as secondary as it appears but works as a critical Verfremdungseffekt in which “reifica-
tion is used to dereify” (Jameson, 169). The image of Lulu, whose coloratura scoring 
makes her words barely comprehensible, begins to speak for itself, in ways the char-
acter’s own voice cannot. 

Swiss-German-Austrian Lulu

Some background on Alban Berg’s Lulu and its sources will clarify the stakes in 
Neuwirth’s project. The Swiss-born author of the Lulu plays, Frank Wekekind (1864-
1918), is best known in contemporary culture as the writer of Frühlings Erwach en (Spring 
Awakening). He was himself a cabaret artist and contributor to the Munich satirical 
journal Simplicissimus; he was incarcerated for anti-government writings in 1899 and 
taken to court for “obscenity” in 1905. His plays draw on Nietzsche’s convention-dis-
rupting philosophy and anticipate German Expressionism, the theater of the absurd, 
and – in their anti-cathartic, self-conscious presentation – Brecht’s epic theater. Two of 
these plays, Ergeist (1895) and its sequel Pandora’s Box (1904), portray the femme fatale 
Lulu in a series of relationships with men who change her name to shape her to their 
projections, enact jealous violence over her, and (in the case of Jack the Ripper) even-
tually kill her. The second play introduces Lulu’s lesbian love interest, the Countess 
Gerschwitz, who suff ers her same fate in London. Lulu’s ambivalent role as victim 
and off ender certainly disturbed bourgeois sensibilities in Wedekind’s time; in the fi rst 
play, she appears as a snake, a conventional temptress, while in the second play “[t]
his essentialist view of woman … is countered,” with Lulu “as an aggregate of cultur-
al citations, a fi gure affi  liated with the biblical Eve and the mythical Pandora.” (Tatar, 
in Wellbery, 659). This female fi gure, as powerful in her allure as she is powerless to 
step out of it, appears in the current Berliner Ensemble adaptation (directed by Robert 
Wilson with hard-edged music by Lou Reed), as a fragile character who survives by 
playing the automaton-chameleon and who, at the last moment, when she reaches 
out to an innocent-looking young man in hopes of just a crumb of aff ection, meets her 
death at his hands. As in many stagings of the Lulu plays, these hands also belong to 
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all her lovers and abusers who have come before. Wedekind’s own investment in the 
problematization of sexual politics is not hard to see; in the Viennese production of 
Pandora’s Box, he played Jack the Ripper himself (Tatar, 660).

Austrian composer Alban Berg (1885-1935) combined an intense literary interest 
with rigorous musical training under Arnold Schoenberg. Aft er composing his twelve-
tone-infl uenced opera Wozzeck, he began work in 1929 on an adaptation of Wedekind’s 
Lulu plays, the second of which he had seen in Karl Kraus’ Vienna production in 1905. 
Berg interrupted the project to write his Violin Concerto, composed in response to the 
death of Alma Mahler and Martin Gropius’ daughter in 1935; later that year he worked 
on the third and fi nal act of Lulu but, according to the customary account, was unable 
to complete it before his death from blood poisoning at the age of 50. In fact, Berg fi n-
ished much of the opera’s “missing” third act, which included frequent personal ref-
erences; due to the work’s control by Berg’s widow until her death in 1976, the opera 
was for many years performed incomplete or with the insertion of the orchestral Lulu 
Suite in the third act (Gilliam, 12. 13). A completed version of the opera by Friedrich 
Cerha premiered in 1979 and has long been accepted into the operatic repertoire. Berg’s 
portion of this version is notable for its tone-rows associated with individual charac-
ters in the opera, a pitch-set- rather than melody-based form of leitmotif; for its inclu-
sion of a jazz ensemble and vibraphone, a fi rst in opera; and for its palindromic mu-
sical structure. On a narrative level, Berg’s decision to change Wedekind’s character 
Alwa from a playwright to a composer, and his instructions that the male characters 
in the fi rst act be played by the same singers as their later counterparts, create further 
mirror-like eff ects. Berg adapted Wedekind’s texts himself to create a librett o whose 
harshly everyday language is scored not only in sung lines but also in Schoenbergian 
Sprechstimme, sometimes punctuated by rhythmic breathing in and out.

The fi lm sequence intended as the opera’s centerpiece is scored to music that rep-
licates, in miniature, the opera’s larger musical form. Berg’s notes on the sequence do 
not work as a screenplay but point to establishing shots, to stills of Lulu’s shadow on 
the wall and her body in a “muck shovel,” and to the progressive-retrograde move-
ment of the image sequence, a visual counterpart to the music’s palindromic structure. 
Though most of the original fi lm has been lost, Berg’s notes indicate the infl uence both 
of montage and cutt ing-to-continuity approaches to fi lmmaking in the 1930s. These 
notes reveal detailed att ention to visual and musical correspondences in the fi lm se-
quence, which narrates events not shown onstage – Lulu’s arrest, imprisonment, hos-
pitalization, and escape – while Alwa the composer-fi gure waits for her return. Within 
the fi lm sequence, palindromic patt erns in fast-slow-fast tempo markings and “nest-
ing frames” amplify the tone-row-based mirroring of the opera’s overall musical struc-
ture. (Goldsmith, 32-35) A symmetrically placed Hauptrhythmus or dominant rhythm 
(“long, long, short, long”) associated with “fate” (Goldsmith, 27) amplifi es this mir-
roring eff ect. The central axis of the fi lm sequence, a two-octave chromatic piano ar-
peggio signaling Lulu’s imprisonment, is itself “arrested” under a fermata and framed 
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six bars on either side by inverted arpeggios in the orchestra. Jazz sequences for oboe, 
saxophone, and piano, scored between the orchestral staves and also interpolated at 
palindromic intervals, add another temporal and textural layer to the fi lm sequence. 
As Miriam Hansen has noted, fi lm works in “striated dynamics” of “multisensori-
al” materials moving at diff erent tempi (Hansen, 247); this early instance of adding 
fi lm to the already multi-dimensional form of opera introduced a theatrical element 
so potentially overwhelming, its structural rigor may have worked as an att empt to 
contain that element. Utilizing not only the stage, the singers, and the orchestra, Berg 
also draws on what Artaud calls the theater’s “undersides (dans ses dessous)” to create 
a cumulative “overlapping … of physical language with signs, not words, as its root” 
(Artaud, 124). Berg’s well-documented interest in fi lm and att ention to its role in his 
opera, combined with his inclusion of a small jazz ensemble within the larger orches-
tra, reveal his Lulu to be less removed from Olga Neuwirth’s contemporary adapta-
tion than it may at fi rst appear.

Lulu “Goes South”?

In an interview recorded during rehearsals for American Lulu at the Bregenz Festival 
in summer 2013, Olga Neuwirth describes her adaptation process as one of forgett ing, 
over-layering (“in the tradition of Austrian painting” [Neuwirth, interview]), and at 
the same time honoring Berg’s score. The opera opens with a fortissimo cluster echo-
ing Berg’s chord meant for the opera’s fi nale (Lulu’s death), which includes all twelve 
tones of the chromatic scale. This chord lurches repeatedly into pianissimo and back 
to mezzo-forte before exploding into electric-guitar triplets doubled in the strings, a 
patt ern that recalls American minimalist opera, in John Adams’ vein, more than it 
does Berg’s Lulu. This patt ern, and the chromatic chord cluster, returns in Neuwirth’s 
all-new third act, approximating Berg’s palindromic plan for his unfi nished opera. 
Unlike Berg’s opening carnival scene, in which Lulu is referred to in the librett o as a 
snake, Neuwirth’s version opens with a note in the stage directions about her black-
ness (Neuwirth, score, 1), a description to be treated in more detail below. Lulu’s fi rst 
appearance onstage, set in the 1970s, follows her lover/keeper Clarence’s harsh words 
with a spoken monologue about her too-early coming of age and the compromises she 
is all too aware of having made in adulthood. This spoken-word opening continues 
with a recording of a Martin Luther King, Jr. speech on institutional and internalized 
racism, accompanied by the fi rst visual “supplement” noted in the score, an animat-
ed Mississippi steamboat with a smoky “‘aurora eff ect’” as “we hear a melody from a 
calliope” (Neuwirth, score, 14). This prologue leads into the opera’s central narrative, 
Lulu’s extended fl ashback to the 1950s.

Acts One and Two of the opera closely follow Berg’s score, with a librett o in 
American English. Neuwirth has made several brief cuts and included rests or sus-
tained orchestral chords during video sequences and spoken-word breaks. She links 
these breaks to Brecht’s use of the Chorus, which does not simply comment on the ac-
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tion but inserts a new or alien perspective (Neuwirth, interview). When read closely, 
however, King’s words about socially conditioned loss of initiative in black commu-
nities seem right in line with these words of Lulu’s: “I can tell from a hundred feet off , 
if someone is made for me. If not I go ahead anyway. I wake up feeling I’ve trashed 
my body and soul” (Neuwirth, score, 13, 14). Similar sequences that quote poet June 
Jordan’s words about rape fi t more neatly than disturbingly into Neuwirth’s adapta-
tion. Her re-historicizing of the drama requires very litt le textual change besides idiom-
atic translation; “I’ve got news: a hydrogen bomb has been tested” (Neuwirth, score, 
92) easily updates a line in Berg about revolution breaking out in Paris (Berg, 104). 
Musically, Neuwirth’s changes are quite seamless as well, despite her re-orchestration, 
doubling the number of strings and adding more jazz and electronic instruments. She 
keeps Berg’s fi lm-music sequence unchanged, adding notes for insertion of a new fi lm 
that includes Eleanor’s humiliation in her att empt to help Lulu. She replaces Berg’s in-
termitt ent jazz ensemble, scored parallel to the orchestra with a sampled recording on 
a Morton Wonder Organ, giving the original ragtime sequences a slightly more eerie, 
vibrating quality, cutt ing the orchestral voices while keeping the jazz notation intact. 
Only in Act Three does the music change dramatically, returning to the American-style 
minimalism of the introduction. Neuwirth approximates Berg’s pitch-set vocal lines, 
exaggerating Lulu’s coloratura over electric-guitar buzz, and adds Eleanor’s melismat-
ic music, more 1970s soul than “blues,” as indicated in the opera’s character descrip-
tion (Neuwirth, score, Cast page). Perhaps this abrupt change is what has led sever-
al reviewers to comment on the adaptation’s mismatched elements. Compared with 
Berg’s thorny textual-musical landscape, composed in the shadow of Hitler’s rise to 
power, this last act’s thinned-out scoring and “self-empowerment” soul lyrics do ring 
hollow, despite the adaptation’s Civil Rights-era stakes and perhaps reinforcing the 
very stereotypes the project works against. If Neuwirth’s Lulu falls short of respon-
sively enriching the work that inspired it, as Jørgen Bruhn fi nds possible in a dialecti-
cal approach to adaptation (Bruhn, 69-88), it leaves open a gap that its visual “supple-
ment” can both illuminate and remedy.

Opera for the Eyes

Despite the view, not prevailing but perhaps not uncommon, that “audiovisual 
technology has been a threat to the mystique surrounding live opera as an aesthetic 
experience” (Pérez, 7) since the inception of Live from the Met broadcasts, their more 
recent movie-theater-HD incarnation, and the availability of opera videos and DVDs, 
opera’s cinematic elements – its slowing and quickening of time, its breaks and multi-
sensorial layers (Hansen, 247) – are essential to its form. The use of fi lm in opera can be 
seen as a variation on its long-term relationship with the “phenomenal image,” from 
the portrait of Pamina in Mozart’s Die Zauberfl öte to the Flying Dutchman’s ship, and 
including the portrait of Lulu that appears at Berg’s opera’s outset and haunts its ev-
ery scene (Hutcheon and Hutcheon, 67-68). In the case of American Lulu, the image does 
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its own work in relation to the music. To apply Antonin Artaud’s idea of the theater as 
a realm of visual assault or “plague,” from his theoretical writings contemporaneous 
with Berg’s 1930s Lulu, recycled projections of this new Lulu’s image take on a larger-
than-life, even monstrous aspect, looming behind or in front of the singers. Perhaps 
these projections are meant to “act like silent blows, rests, leaps of the heart, summons 
of the lymph, infl ammatory images thrust into our abruptly wakened heads” (Artaud, 
27). Artaud’s own infl ammatory language, countered by several lett ers referring to 
theatrical “cruelty” not as “sadism” or “sensationalism” but rather “a pure and de-
tached feeling, a veritable movement of the mind based on the gestures of life itself,” 
approximates this paradox of simultaneous “delirium” (Artaud, 114, 27) and awaken-
ing. Drawing on the gestural concreteness of Balinese theater, Artaud envisions imag-
es working in toward multisensory eff ect, not to entertain or mirror the audience but 
to leave a “scar” (Artaud, 77). Though Artaud’s “alchemical theater” or “theater of cru-
elty” does seem to call for a heated audience reaction of “nerves and heart” (Artaud, 
79, 84) rather than the cool, critical stance Brecht had in mind with his epic theater, 
the work of images in this heating process is also intended to activate a change in at-
titude. Artaud means for theater to teach its audience that “[W]e are not free. And the 
sky can still fall on our heads.” (Artaud, 79) In American Lulu, repeated images of im-
pending rape and racist violence, in the fi gure of the ever-objectifi ed Lulu, work as a 
kind of pharmakon, poison and remedy at once, “even in the transmutation of the lies 
from which truth can be remade” (Artaud, 15). The Verfremdungseff ekt of this cumu-
lative reifi cation does not work through distancing but rather through insistent and 
troubling intimacy. 

Applying the oscillatory logic of Derrida’s “supplement” to musical narratology, 
Lawrence Kramer describes the Platonic pharmakon as “a deceptive and artifi cial mech-
anism that blights the natural immediacy of speech … [b]ut … also a medicine … that 
cures the ills of speech.” When this idea is applied to music, “[t]he narrative circle 
breaks; the music becomes the primary term and the story is mere accompaniment.” 
(Kramer, 112). Though treatments of the “musical supplement” have att empted to 
rescue it from secondary status, especially in relation to fi lm (Paley, 87), the problems 
of the Berg-Neuwirth project call for a reverse process, in which “deceptive and ar-
tifi cial” images may seem merely to accompany the score but in fact shape the way 
the music is heard. This process occurs not via two autonomous forces in “counter-
point” relationship, but rather through what Claudia Gorbman has called “mutual im-
plication” (Paley, 87). These images break both the narrative and the musical circles of 
Berg’s and Neuwirth’s (re-interpreted) palindrome to tell their own story, that of the 
female body, and in particular a black female body violated by white men. This story, 
because of its predominant sett ing in the American South, associatively foregrounds 
the jazz elements in Berg’s original score, so much so that they may seem to be “new” 
additions in Neuwirth’s adaptation. By the end of the opera, whose last act may sound 
musically simplistic and textually overwrought, in its very att empt at American di-
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rectness (Eleanor: “You erratic, unreliable and such a manipulator” [Neuwirth, score, 
343] or Lulu: “You are a paranoid and demented seeker” [Neuwirth, score, 349]), the 
visual images may recall their predecessors in Acts One and Two, echoing by associa-
tion Berg’s bristling tone-row textures and sharp-edged, Wedekindian librett o. While 
Neuwirth has changed very litt le in the fi rst two-thirds of the opera, re-voicing and re-
contextualizing Berg’s score at the surface level, her new music is neutral enough to al-
low what has come before to echo back through it, especially if non-auditory sensory 
memory is at work. It may be possible to hear less diff erence between Acts Two and 
Three in person than by listening to the opera recorded without its visual elements. In 
addition to changing the way in which the score sounds in the opera house, American 
Lulu’s screen or curtain projections recycle Lulu’s objectifi cation until that very pro-
cess is painfully exposed. This recycling process occurs diff erently in several recent 
productions, as will be shown below.

Recycling the Body/Double

The very fi rst instructions in Neuwirth’s orchestral score describe the following:
New York. A spacious, very elegant designer apartment in the mid 1970s. A tall mir-

ror leans against the wall in the left  corner. Lulu is black, in her early 50s, slim and del-
icate. She wears very litt le make-up. Her prett y face is spoiled by a smug, condescending 
expression. Clarence is black, too, and in his late 50s. (As common for the 1970s, the musi-
cians are sitt ing behind a half-open, glitzy but sheer curtain that can be lit in various ways. 
Their individual stands are decorated with the logo AL.) (Neuwirth, score, 1)

The mirror not only reflects Lulu’s body but also refers implicitly to Berg’s pal-
indromic score, itself a metaphor for Lulu’s self-image based on male projections of 
her. The curtain onstage appears as another surface for projection, a possible two-
way mirror. Without taking a detour into Lacanian explanations of the “mirror-
stage” and its literary/artistic implications, it is helpful to note how much what is of-
ten called narcissism depends on another human being, rather than occurring in self-
obsessed isolation (Downing, lecture). Even these stage directions take a very par-
ticular view of Lulu, which she – as a singer playing a role – may or may not mirror 
back with “very little make-up” or “a smug, condescending expression” (Neuwirth, 
score, 1) that implies a comparison to spoiled merchandise. The self-conscious brand-
ing of the musicians’ stands may be a nod to Theodor Adorno’s “culture industry,” 
an image that, like many in the opera, draws attention to its own reification. The 
line “Lulu is black” announces the most obvious direction of Neuwirth’s project, an 
“alternative” Lulu that is not without its own problems. As noted in the 2012 study 
Blackness in Opera, 

despite changing ideals about representing ‘reality’ onstage, and despite increas-
ingly sophisticated and nuanced portrayals of black characters, there still exists 
the tacit assumption that the presence or portrayal of ‘blackness’ inherently pro-
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vides an alternative to traditional (that is, white, European, or both) power struc-
tures, even if a norm for blackness is established within the world of the opera 
(André, Bryan, Saylor, 7).

The “glitzy but sheer curtain” reference in the score seems to dare reviewers to 
use words like “sleazy,” opening the difficult question of how much the opera’s stag-
ing plays on, with, or against the very stereotyping King’s and Jordan’s quoted words 
speak out against. The legal battle over the American Lulu project adds the even more 
difficult question of appropriation, since Neuwirth’s former collaborator is black and 
she is not. The score does not always mark characters racially; Neuwirth’s specifica-
tions for a video of a little girl attacked by a man, accompanied by Djuna Barnes’ and 
June Jordan’s poetry about rape, do not indicate the girl’s race; in the video sequence 
designed for the Berlin production, she is black (Jitomirsky, Fragments). The “alternate” 
Lulu voices, uncomfortably, the problem of self-definition according to gender or race 
markers. In Act Two she sings these words at the extreme upper range of the female 
voice, as if trying to escape her own body: “I have not once in my life ever tried to be 
something other than what I have been taken for; nor have I once in my life ever been 
taken for something other than what I am” (Neuwirth, score, 195-198). 

The Komische Oper production, with stage direction by Kirill Serebrennikov, who 
has also worked in fi lm, and video direction by Gonduras Jitomirsky, “supplements” 
the opera’s textual-musical frame with projection screens that appear intermitt ently, 
in still images, in stop-motion animation, or in imitation 1930s silent fi lm, behind and 
in front of a clear-walled, mobile box. Sometimes the box imitates a painting, Edward 
Hopper’s Nighthawks; sometimes it frames a cocktail lounge fi lled with silver-grey 
pott ed plants, in keeping with the production’s minimalist color scheme. The opera’s 
“intermedia fi lm” nods to Berg’s lost images with choppy footage in black and white, 
this visual trope itself a comment on the racial issues at stake in the opera; we see Lulu 
pleading with a yapping white commissioner [Appendix, Fig. 1] and falling through 
what could be a broken camera aperture. The scene repeats with the sassier fi gure of 
Eleanor, who falls into a scene in which she, in almost cartoon-like silhouett e, is repeat-
edly raped (Jitomirsky, fi lm). At several points in the opera, the singing Lulu appears 
in front of the glass box while, inside it, a body double does a strip-tease in showgirl 
feathers [Fig. 2]. Marisol Montalvo’s physical interpretation of the role comes across 
as an athletic feat, not only in singing diffi  cult extended passages in her upper range 
for most of the opera, much of it while mostly nude, but also in the stage directions’ 
emphasis on rigorous gesture. Whipping her body from one side to the other, lurch-
ing forward with a gun in her hand, splaying herself upside-down on a bed, this Lulu 
works hard to resist being “fi xed” as an object. At the same time, her silent showgirl-
double lift s and swings her feathers at half this speed behind the singer, giving the 
scene an alternate but simultaneous temporality, as a split screen in fi lm might do. By 
dividing the fi gure of Lulu into several live and projected bodies, moving at various 
speeds and in diff erent degrees of jerkiness or smoothness, the production re-reifi es 
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an its central image but also destabilizes it; the audience may not know where to cast 
its gaze, complicit in this objectifi cation. 

In a Berlin interview in 2013, a year aft er the opera’s premiere and perhaps in an 
eff ort to counter negative reviews, Olga Neuwirth notes her wish to emphasize Lulu’s 
character as a victim of the male gaze. Singer Marisol Montalvo states, as part of the 
same interview, that it is Lulu’s own desire that demonizes her in the eyes of many pre-
vious directors; she sees Lulu sympathetically as “an intelligent woman who knows 
exactly what she wants,” not as the temptress who “is a bad woman, she likes sex, she 
must die” (Neuwirth and Montalvo, Euronews interview). That Lulu dies anyway, 
not onstage or even in the singing body, but in a projected still image confronting the 
audience, heightens the sense of hot and cold “theater of cruelty” (Artaud, 79) that per-
vades Neuwirth’s opera. Perhaps the image also disturbs because it depicts a living 
singer in a dead pose: as Roland Barthes notes, “the photograph’s immobility is some-
how the result of a perverse confusion between two concepts: the Real and the Live;” 
even an actual corpse, photographed, can convey this eff ect, appearing as “the living 
image of a dead thing” (Barthes, 78-79). Artaud’s concept of cruelty relates to the im-
possibility of “true” death in the “closed space” of most human experience, hence this 
easy confl ation of “Real” with “Live” in apprehended images, and hence the need to 
stage death self-consciously in image and gesture, to light up the artifi ciality of pre-
tending that “evil” – in this case the acting-out of sexually and racially motivated vio-
lence – does not exist (Artaud, 103. 104). 

In the Bregenz/Edinburgh Festival productions of American Lulu, directed by John 
Fulljames, much of the action occurs not in or around a glass box but on a stage-with-
in-the-stage surrounded by what the aforementioned “sleazy, fringed, golden-rain 
curtain” (Maddocks, par. 5). This curtain doubles as a projection screen for stock-ex-
change numbers, an enormous cartoon rendering of Lulu’s face in profi le, a “We Shall 
Overcome” icon, repeated images imitating Warhol’s Marilyn series, and an animat-
ed fi lm sequence showing Lulu’s trial and imprisonment. The curtain’s permeabili-
ty allows for “entrances and exits at any point,” as yet another squeamish British re-
view concedes, while echoing the word “sleaziness” to refer not only to Neuwirth’s 
opera but to Berg’s as well (Hewett , pars. 5, 6). What these reviews fail to note is that 
in Fulljames’ production, Lulu takes an active role in relation to her objectifi cation, 
even within her “bead-curtain cage” (Hewett , par. 6). The singer portraying Lulu also 
plays with the curtain’s materiality, parting it to look out at the audience and to walk 
out through a projection of her own image. Her recycled “selves” appear more easily 
deconstructed than they do in the Komische Oper production. In the Berlin version’s 
britt le elegance, the “supplement” works by fetishizing Lulu’s body into pieces, split-
ting it both spatially and temporally; in this production, the “silent opera” is grainier 
and more permeable. Lulu may not be free to un-play her part in racial and sexual in-
justice, but she does have the agency to take her own “false” images apart [Fig. 3] If, 
according to Mulvey’s account, the “male gaze” is frozen at the fetishized female im-
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age (Mulvey, 69), the breaking-up of that image by a living female body is at least a 
step in breaking the ice. 

The central fi lm sequence in Neuwirth’s adaptation does much of the opera’s recy-
cling work invisibly, through its own history, beginning with Berg’s mostly lost fi lm and 
continuing through the mid-twentieth century. Though fi lm-within-an-opera idea may 
have gone underground during the Nazi era, it re-emerged in Alois Zimmermann’s 
sprawling, diffi  cult-to-stage 1958 opera Die Soldaten (an adaptation of Jakob Lenz’s 1775 
play), which draws on Berg’s precedent to include screen projections of a female char-
acter’s demise at the opera’s climax. A Stutt gart production from 1989, itself available 
on video, shows simultaneous stills on four screens suspended above the stage, with 
a loose fl oodlight swinging in front of them. As Artaud has noted, stage lighting, not 
just the visual materials it illuminates, can function like “an actual language” and “strip 
from the writt en poetry the gratuity that commonly characterizes it” (Artaud, 119, 121). 
Audiences may hardly pay att ention to the singers’ words in Zimmermann’s opera, as 
the fl oodlight swings over projected images of a sealed lett er, of a stoic soldier, of the fe-
male protagonist’s fetishized and violated body parts, and of her screaming face. These 
images repeat, at increasing tempo, until the singing fi gure of Marie is stripped and vi-
olated onstage. The video production ends with a still shot of her naked, bloody body 
onstage, superimposed over the image of a tank. Zimmermann’s goal, extending the 
Wagnerian idea of the Gesamtkunstwerk but to very diff erent eff ect (shock, not hypo-
nosis), is to “surround the audience” with an act of violence impossible to ignore, via 
stage action, fi lm, and loudspeaker amplifi cation (Kerner, 74). The build-up of images 
works in this production to “grow in a threatening exponential curve,” as the accumu-
lation of similar “presence[s]” can work in fi lm (Bruhn, 80).

The fi nal image of Neuwirth’s American Lulu in the Berlin Komische Oper produc-
tion, a larger-than-life shot of the soprano in the title role posing both nude and dead, 
recalls the last still in the Stutt gart Die Soldaten, but in a time when projection screens 
have become, if not the norm, at least unsurprising in opera. Images of the devastation 
in Hiroshima seem so appropriate to productions of John Adams’ Doctor Atomic, they 
render the horror they depict almost innocuous. Does an image of physical and sexual 
violation in opera still carry the power to shock? When it occurs simultaneously with 
the lurching twelve-tone chord that opens and closes Neuwirth’s adaptation, slamming 
Berg’s palindrome to its updated conclusion, it does. As Adorno and Eisler pointed out 
in their 1947 Composing for the Films, the chord itself “produces an eff ect very much like 
that of a motion picture.” (Eisler and Adorno, 24) In the image’s artifi ciality and, at the 
same time, intimacy (one cannot help but recognize the singer Marisol Montalvo, just 
seen live onstage and here posing as if in a Blaxploitation tableau mort), combined with 
the Verfremdungseff ekt of music so un-like the jazz and soul idioms associated with her 
character in the opera, the image is threatening in its very enactment of victimization. 
To combine several of Laura Mulvey’s terms, in her psychoanalytic reading of female 
images and the “male gaze,” the fetishistic aspect of scopophilia works here with the sa-
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distic side of voyeurism (Mulvey, 65) to reify Lulu’s body. If this were just one instance 
of her image fetishized above the stage, it might not carry discomfi ting power; it is the 
accumulation of projected and re-doubled images, not Neuwirth’s perhaps too-easily 
adapted music, that explodes at the end of the Komische Oper production. Reifi cation 
works too well, in the sense of the Brechtian paradox (Jameson, 169), making the sight 
of Lulu’s bloodied body appear as something very much alive, with the power to mir-
ror back the audience – a convention literalized to great eff ect in a recent Broadway 
production of the musical Cabaret – in what the opera shows to be hardly a thing of the 
past, the two-headed monster racism and sexism. Perhaps this, more than a perceived 
mis-alignment of source and adaptation, is what has resulted in squeamish reviews.

Conclusion: Lulu Looks Back

At the end of Neuwirth’s Act Three, the stage instructions give Lulu not one but 
two last looks in the mirror. The instruction “(She turns away from him, goes to the mir-
ror and studies herself)” occurs fi rst over a rangy pizzicato chord in the strings and 
again, on the very next page, over an eerie sway of glissandi and harmonics in strings 
and winds (Neuwirth, score, 384, 385). Aft er sending away the men in the room, Lulu 
hears something and sings to herself, with her own glissandi at the top of her range, 
“Here we go again, someone’s coming. Let’s see who it is” (Neuwirth, score, 391-393). 
Over intensifying percussion and running scales, “Behind a curtain in very dim light, a 
shadowy fi gure can be seen strangling Lulu. (By no means should the killer be identifi able!)” 
(Neuwirth, score, 398). The fi nal stage instruction notes in a blasé tone, “Lulu’s lifeless 
body lies there, sprawled out on the fl oor” (Neuwirth, score, 399). A footnote indicates that 
the lights should go out with the orchestra’s fi nal beat – the last fortissimo chord scored 
as a collective grace note – without providing instructions for a projected image. In the 
Berlin production, the enormous dead-Lulu image fl ashes into view at the exact mo-
ment the last chord strikes. This chord, resounding back through Berg’s “phantom” 
third act, may be the most eff ective musical moment in Neuwirth’s adaptation. It col-
lides with the fi nal image, propels it off  the stage. Predominantly white European au-
diences members may experience this moment not so much as witnessing violence but 
of being struck, even uncovered, by it, as if complicit in the act. Female audience mem-
bers may also sense the horror of recognition, in women’s vulnerability to random vi-
olence, regardless of race. 

The repetition of Lulu-images throughout of the opera accumulates until it seems to 
take on its own visual agency: “Let’s see who it is” (Neuwirth, score, 393). This experi-
ence of “image-consciousness implies a phenomenology of participation, not detach-
ment” (Pfau, 128), what Artaud proposed in intensifi ed form in his idea of “alchemi-
cal” or “cruelty” theater. Perhaps this participation results not so much from mental ac-
tivity but from the audience’s very passivity. As Susan Sontag notes in On Photography, 
“One is vulnerable to disturbing events in the form of photographic images in a way 
that one is not to the real thing. That vulnerability is part of the distinctive passivity of 
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someone who is a spectator twice over” (Sontag, 168-169). Though Sontag is referring 
to actual events seen later in photographs, the last image in American Lulu is in fact re-
seen, aft er so many other images of violence toward black females during the opera’s 
course, and in the wider context of images in news media past and present, up to the 
recent coverage of Facebook date-rape brags and gang rapes in India. In both Berg’s 
and Neuwirth’s operas, Lulu is required to sing her coloratura lines at such a high tes-
situra, she must modify her vowels until her words can hardly be understood; though 
Neuwirth gives her some brief monologues in which to speak her story, it is mainly 
through recycled images of her reifi ed and re-reifi ed body that she presses herself to-
ward the audience, as if saying, “I see you seeing this, too.” 

Appendix

 

Fig. 1. Marisol Montalvo as Lulu in the intermedia film for Olga 
Neuwirth’s American Lulu, Komische Oper, Berlin, 2012, film still by 
Gonduras Jitomirsky.

Fig. 2. Marisol Montalvo as Lulu and Della Miles as Eleanor, with body 
double, in Olga Neuwirth’s American Lulu, Komische Oper, Berlin, 2012, 
photo by Sabine Brinker, Pictures Berlin.

 
Fig. 3. Angel Blue as Lulu in Olga Neuwirth’s 
American Lulu, Old Vic, London, 2013, photo 
by Simon Annand. 
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